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Abstract: Contemporary human factors research is often based on individual perceptions and neglects 

the eff ects of connected and automated mobility (SAE Level 3 and above) on stakeholders out-
side the relationship between end-users and manufacturers. Within Project VERDI, we seek to 
broaden this view by investigating a societal based understanding of trust and trustworthiness 
towards highly automated vehicles. We argue that it is necessary to include a variety of stake-
holders’ perspectives that are potentially aff ected by the ongoing automation of individual 
mobility, in order to investigate how trust is mediated and shaped through society.

1. Introduction1

Trust is not only considered a central concept for the interaction between humans, but also for the adequate 
use of automated systems: inappropriate trust («over-trust») can lead to a system’s misuse or abuse, too little 
trust («under-trust») to its rejection, i.e. non-use. It plays a leading role in determining people’s willingness to 
rely on automated systems – just as it does in interpersonal relationships [H /B  2015, 3]. A prominent 
view in the domain of psychology is that the expected benefi ts of highly automated driving systems, defi ned 
by the SAE standards and referred to here as SAE Level 3 (e.g. lane assist functions and the limited possibil-
ity for drivers to take their hands off  the steering wheel) [SAE 2018], can only manifest if users encounter 
automation with a degree of «calibrated trust», thus knowing the limits of the system’s functions and in which 
situations it is appropriate to trust it [M  1994]. But beyond individual users putting «trust» into their auto-
mated devices, a technical innovation with the potential to alter society’s perception of personal mobility and 
put human lives in danger cannot just be analysed from an individualistic point of view, but must be consid-
ered as embedded within manifold societal and medial discourses that establish, form and infl uence (dis)trust 
towards it. For our purpose, it is therefore crucial to see the complex interlacing of both collective and individ-
ual perceptions in the formation of trust towards automation; the (objectively) most (un)reliant system might 
withstand an individual’s proper calibration of (dis)trust because of collectively made assumptions (e.g. about 
the manufacturing brand or widespread criticism of similar technologies), framing the process of «trusting» 
prior to a personal assessment. On the other hand, these societal attributions form through the aggregation 
of individual experiences, advertising, legislation and media coverage, all contributing to discourses on the 
topic and therefore establishing the framework in which the actor’s calibration of trust takes place. We want to 
acknowledge the importance of psychological analysis in human factor research and in the formation of trust 
towards automation, yet advocate for a stronger focus on social parameters that, in our understanding, initially 

1 This article presents research from the project VERDI («Vertrauen in Digitalisierung am Beispiel von Systemen zum [teil-]au-
tonomen Fahren und Fahrassistenzsystemen»). VERDI aims to investigate trust and trustworthiness towards SAE Level 3 from a 
multidisciplinary perspective, including law, ethics, psychology and sociology and is funded by the Zukunftsfonds Steiermark.
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frame the possibilities of «trust». Additionally, an analysis as such focusses not only on public opinions and 
identifi es them as a key barrier or enabler respectively towards the future adoption of automated vehicle (AV) 
technologies [C   . 2018]; it also guides our attention towards the manifold stakeholders in 
road traffi  c aff ected by this innovation [P   . 2019; R   . 2018].
This article will combine an overview of the current empirical fi ndings on automated vehicles (AVs) with the 
most important sociological considerations on the concept of trust, and furthermore explores the possibilities 
of how to frame trust towards an automated device.

2. Public Opinions about Automated Vehicles
Perceived problems with (concerns over) new technology signifi cantly infl uence the potential amount of trust 
that people are willing to put in it. If concerns about certain technologies are high, people tend to avoid them 
rather than seek ways for more secure usage [R /A /B  2017]. Trust is created in the light of 
expectations, raising the importance of taking the publics’ considerations on technological development seri-
ously in order to analyse the societal formation of trust and its alteration over time [B  2004]. This is 
especially relevant for automation that bears the potential of harming oneself or others at any time of use. By 
the introduction of AVs, experts and industrial players promise manifold benefi ts including increased road 
safety, less traffi  c congestion and greater comfort than manual driving [U  2014; S  2013]. 
Nevertheless, there still seem to be strong reservations to fully handing over control and putting ones’ life 
completely in the hands of an AV [S /S  2015; P   . 2014; W  2015]. Potential users 
would furthermore like the ability to regain control over their car at any time and switch back to manual driv-
ing, despite an automations’ capability of driving completely autonomously [C   . 2018]. This 
indicates distrust or concerns over potentially losing the joy of driving. It must be mentioned that the major-
ity of contemporary research on (highly) automated driving is focused on fully autonomous driving (SAE 
Level 5), neglecting the gradual process of automation. This refers to the ambiguity of unknown deployment 
paths and the ongoing debate, as to whether AVs implementing SAE Level 3 will even prove to be practical 
[F /K  2015; U  2004] or if instead only fully automated cars will succeed on the 
market. Caused by the special requirements imposed onto a «fall-back ready user»2, these considerations are 
crucial for analysing the driver’s inevitable reconfi guration of their own role and relationship to driving, and 
therefore their formation of trust towards AVs (e.g. the loss of driving competence due to the decreasing time 
spent practicing driving, and simultaneously, the increasing demand to quickly take over control in diffi  cult 
driving situations).
Apart from the loss of autonomy and adaption of the «driver’s» role towards becoming a mere «user» or pas-
senger of an automated device, the topic of road safety creates ambiguous expectations, picturing largely a 
somehow positive attitude towards the deployment of AVs but with some reservations. On one hand, AVs are 
expected to raise road safety by eliminating the human factor that is prone to failure of concentration, attentive-
ness, reaction or distraction; on the other hand, users don’t seem to fully trust the machine either, or at least 
identify other issues (hacking, malfunctioning, surveillance) emerging, leading to a shift in the area of concerns. 
With ongoing automation, the safety concerns of the progressively disempowered driver are substituted by res-
ervations towards the automated systems now in charge [H   . 2018]. Further concerns arise around the 
topics of security [S /S  2014; K   . 2015; B /K  2018], legal liability 
[H /D  2014; K   . 2015], or privacy [K /R  2018; K   . 2015; 
C   . 2018].

2 In this mode, a driver or more precisely a fall-back ready user is «considered to be receptive to a request to intervene and/or to an 
evident vehicle system failure, whether or not the ADS (automated driving system, author’s note) issues a request to intervene as a 
result of such vehicle system failure» [SAE 2018, 14].
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But the expression of expectations and concerns by potential future users, targeted by the majority of research 
on AVs, should not be confused with a general opinion of the wider public; a technical innovation like auto-
mated driving is going to aff ect all groups of road-users that have to interact with it. If the implementation of 
AVs will not be restricted to special isolated lanes or streets, the perceptions of passengers, pedestrians, cy-
clists and other (manual) drivers must be considered as well. The sociological contribution to this realm must 
be to highlight these opinions and picture them within social constraints, opening two perspectives:
 – The central role of public discourses, mediated and infl uenced through day to day experiences, advertise-

ment and media coverage is often neglected in favour of a potential buyers’ perspective. In order to empha-
sise that «trust» is being negotiated and formed within a wider public and not merely by users, all groups af-
fected need to be included in the analysis. A broadening of view as such is followed only by some attempts 
[H   . 2018; D   . 2017; P   . 2019], other research expands user’s perspective 
by asking whether they would feel comfortable, if close relatives interacted with AVs [C   . 
2018; D   . 2017].

 – Opinions and attitudes diff er strongly through parameters of social structure. Men were found to be more 
comfortable with the idea of riding an AV than women, and younger people were found to be more recep-
tive than older people [e.g. European Commission 2015; N  2016; P   . 2014]. Also, regional 
diff erences, social status and personal innovativeness, experience and risk taking were found to be rel-
evant social factors [B /K  2018; H /D  2014; K   . 2015]. Explaining 
these infl uences is a necessary step towards a holistic analysis of trust in automation.

These fi ndings need to frame sociology’s theoretical considerations, as they not only off er further explana-
tions on complex processes and contribute to a discussion currently focused on merely psychological factors, 
but also highlight the importance of a holistic analysis that includes social constraints, as well as the perspec-
tives of all stakeholders involved in road use.

3. Trust in Automated Vehicles
While many studies research public acceptance towards AVs, it is crucial to realize the conceptional diff er-
ence to trust; acceptance can be habitual or may result merely from the lack of a better option, even in the 
absence of trust (e.g. mediated through social pressure) [B  2004]. The public’s acceptance towards 
AVs might therefore indicate a certain level of trust, but should not be confused with the perception of AVs 
trustworthiness. Levels of concern can be high in some areas where the level of acceptance is equally high 
[R /G  2018].
Sociology off ers a broad variety of approaches for analysing trust towards people, groups, families, neigh-
bours, organizations or even societies, that all share a notion of «trust» as something conceived not as an 
isolated property of individuals, but as an attribute of social relationships produced in processes of collective 
attribution. However, traditional literature in both sociology and psychology does not discuss technologies 
as objects of trust [C   . 2003, 739]. By focussing on social relationships rather than personal 
opinions, trust can be conceptualized as the mutual faithfulness on which all social systems ultimately depend 
[L /W  1985]. From the perspective of system theory, trust shapes expectances in social relation-
ships and serves as a function of a social system that reduces complexity in order to function properly [L -

  . 2017]; it is something that we ascribe in a relationship between us and something else given in a 
situation [B  2004]; it is therefore not a relationship itself, but a property of relations and a «facilitator 
of interactions among the members of a system» [T  2017, 1]. Since there is no need for trust without 
risk, the relationship referred to must contain an element of uncertainty or vulnerability. Emerging trust is 
therefore the «optimistic acceptance of a vulnerable situation which is based on positive expectations of the 
intentions of the trusted individual or institution» [H   . 2001, 615].
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In this understanding, trust is the result of an assessment of a trustee’s (someone that is trusted) trustworthi-
ness by a trustor (someone that trusts). This assessment is defi ned as «the set of beliefs that the trustor holds 
about the potential trustee’s abilities, and the probabilities she assigns to those beliefs» [T  2010, 6] and 
refl ects the trustors experience with the trustee’s previous performance, as well as beliefs and expectations, 
mediated by society. Society therefore provides the initial framework of what, in what way, and for what tasks 
something can be trusted – especially outside of relationships without longer personal histories (e.g. between 
family members or close friends). Therefore, social constraints precede cognitive processes of calibrating 
trust and shape the initial level of perceived trustworthiness and trust towards something; it’s a collective 
assessment that infl uences the personal one. Accordingly, it must be acknowledged that trust might not only 
diff er interpersonally or due to demographic factors, but also interculturally. The evident diff erences in trust 
towards AVs prior to their introduction that manifest in some studies [e.g. K   ., 2015] could be 
explained with Floridi’s distinction of mature and immature information societies «in terms of their members’ 
unrefl ective and implicit expectations» [F  2016, 3] to rely on digital or automated technologies (or 
not). Maturing information societies are specifi ed as hybrid systems of both human and artifi cial agents that 
transformed their mutual expectations into a widespread and resilient form of trust [T  2017, 3]. These 
considerations also off er an answer to the question as to whether it is even legitimate to talk about «trust» or 
«trustworthiness» in the case of machines or automation. Because of a machine’s lack of moral agency (and 
therefore a lack of intention to harm) it has been argued that technologies cannot be conceived of as «trustwor-
thy» and that the notion of trust is a mere assessment of their previous performance (reliability) [C  

 . 2003, 739]. However, the focus on trust processes off er a more complex and realistic approach towards 
humans’ adoption of, and interaction with, AVs. While end-users can experience reliability predominantly 
through the observation of visible behaviour (e.g. steering in the course of lane assist functions), AVs involve 
a broad spectrum of non-visible processes (e.g. the handling of data, decision processes through algorithms, 
observation of the driver). The concept of trust however always involves an element of uncertainty, expressed 
by the issue of the trustee’s non-observable behaviour and therefore the necessity of trust for engaging in an 
interaction. This is especially relevant when considering other road users, that, in contrast with the users’ 
possibilities to get information on reliability and failures from the vehicle, lack such a source of information. 
Despite not being a moral agent, AVs are being perceived and responded to as social agents through their 
immediate social presence (e.g. the possibility to interact with them) [C   . 2003, 745]. Addi-
tionally, and contrary to the concept of mere reliability, trust emphasizes the aforementioned aspects of uncer-
tainty and vulnerability as key elements of the interaction between humans and machines in traffi  c situations.
This notion of expanding trust towards artifi cial agents refers to the ongoing discussion about e-trust [T  
2010], cyber trust [E  2019] and On-line trust [C   . 2003], that are, concepts of trust spe-
cifi cally developed in digital contexts and/or involving artifi cial agents or hybrid systems3 [T /F  
2011; T  2017]. Even though this discussion concerns «trust» instead of mere «reliability» towards AVs, 
human-automation trust should not be confused with interpersonal trust. Despite similar factors (situation 
specifi c attitudes relevant in uncertain situations), there are several qualitative distinctions attributing a rela-
tionship between humans and automation. These diff erences manifest by reverse progressions in the process 
of trust formation4, as well as diff ering attributes5 that the trusting relationship depends upon [H /B  
2015, 11].

3 «E-trust occurs in environments where direct and physical contacts do not take place, where moral and social pressures can be diff er-
ently perceived, and where interactions are mediated by digital devices» [T  2011, 7].

4 Contrary to interpersonal trust progressing from a cautious start towards faith or benevolence, human-automation trust often pro-
gresses in reverse order with a high level of initial trust into a «perfect» machine that is prone to be rapidly dissolving after automation 
failure [H /B  2015, 11f].

5 Interpersonal trust can be based on ability, integrity or benevolence [M   . 1995] whereas trust towards automation is defi ned 
by performance, process and purpose [L /M  1992].
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However, it could be argued here that the trusting relationship an end-user engages in when operating an AV 
is not addressing the vehicle itself, but the brand, the company, and therefore the engineers and designers that 
created the automation. Even though research shows varying levels of trust mediated through brand associa-
tions [C   . 2014], with higher levels of perceived trustworthiness attributed to well-known brands 
[R   . 2018], the fact of the AVs immediate physical presence and the user directly interacting with it 
(and not with remote engineers) would suggest the formation of a relationship towards the automation that is 
aff ected by the brand (and the societal expectations associated with it). This follows fi ndings that people enter 
relationships with computers, websites and other new media (rather than with the company running them) be-
cause of their «social presence», that is technology appearing as social actors [C   . 2003, 739f].
Another interesting approach analysing trust, especially in traffi  c, was brought up by the theoretical strand of 
symbolic interactionism, that focusses on the societal negotiation of norms and conventions on the basis of 
meaning ascribed to objects and actions (symbols) that fi nally result in what can be perceived as social order. 
Traffi  c rules and the consequent traffi  c order provide an obvious example [G  1966]. «Conformity to 
rules is supplemented with by-passings, secret deviations, excusable infractions, fl agrant violations and the 
like» [G  1971, x, cited in C  2012, 222], «so a social order is a product of both rules – the traffi  c 
code – and the manoeuvrings of actors within and beyond its constrains» [C  2012, 222]. Traffi  c can 
therefore be considered a diff use social occasion in which mobile actors come into each other’s presence as 
part of «a wider social aff air, undertaking, or event … [that] provides the structuring social context in which 
many situations and their gatherings are likely to form, dissolve, and re-form» [G  1963, 18, cited in 
C  2012, 222]. Social interactions between motorists are therefore not only an integral part of the traf-
fi c situation in which individuals confront one another, defi ne one another, and negotiate with one another in 
coordinating their movement; this theoretical approach also highlights the importance of driver interaction to 
the establishment of mutual trust [D  1977]. Any collision is likely to result in serious to fatal injuries 
and damages, indicating the great degree of trust that is implicit in automobile traffi  c. Going beyond symbolic 
interactionism’s traditional assumption, that trust emerges from social interaction [G  2007, 48], it has 
been pointed out that this specifi c form, implicit trust, is not a result of a driver’s (or other road user’s) indi-
vidual experience, but an integral part of modern society’s socialisation. Because of the non-awareness of the 
risk involved in driving, this implicit form of trust in traffi  c only ever manifests when being erupted (e.g. by 
an accident or when passengers perceive their driver as incompetent) [D  1977, 37]. For the case of 
AVs, three new perspectives emerge:
Firstly, it will have to be investigated how and if implicit trust in diff erent traffi  c situations is aff ected or even 
erupted by automated driving. The scene of another driver reading a book while driving on a highway could 
be disturbing for other drivers, leading to a recalibration of their trust towards the motorist and her vehicle that 
results in behavioural changes (e.g. not daring to take over or trying to get ahead of the perceived «threat» as 
quickly as possible).
Secondly, the question of how the implicit societal trust towards traffi  c is being shaped and aff ected in public 
discourse needs to be highlighted. By postulating that social order is based on a frame of reference that is 
encoded into symbols (objects and acts) of shared meaning (mediated through discourse and manifested in 
public opinions), the focus of investigation must ask about how these (cultural) codes are being affi  rmed, 
reproduced and altered, and fi nally how societal discourse can shape a calibration of trust towards AVs.
Thirdly, the theoretical approach of symbolic interactionism guides our attention towards the interaction be-
tween diff erent actors. Therefore, the inevitable recalibration of interactions caused by the introduction of AVs 
comes into focus. By identifying the generic social dimension inherent in the driving situation [D  
1977], not just the driver’s interaction with the AVs and driving assistance systems, but also other road user’s 
interactions with an AV, could infl uence road safety, raising questions of how (and by what means) AVs can 
and have to symbolically interact with others (e.g. with warning lights or sounds).
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4. Conclusion
Despite its origins in human interaction, trust is a useful concept for research on people’s attitudes towards 
automated and autonomous systems. The issue of trust towards automation is a complex phenomenon, with a 
variety of disciplines off ering diff erent approaches and explanations. With the considerations made above we 
want to promote a perspective that, without neglecting psychology’s important fi ndings on trust formation and 
calibration, focusses on societal constraints and conditions that frame, shape, and determine people’s potential 
to put trust in automation and to assess the trustworthiness of automated vehicles.
We argue that it would be insuffi  cient to reduce human’s relationships to machines to a mere assessment of 
the latter’s previous performance (reliability); as has been shown by recent research, people tend to project 
human abilities and properties on automated devices. Despite their lack of a distinct moral agenda, machines 
are often perceived as social agents through their immediate social presence. Even though it could be argued 
that the absence of self-interest would suggest assessing them in terms of their reliability, for human actors the 
uncertainty and vulnerability in road traffi  c situations is not changed by the introduction of AVs. The function-
ing of road traffi  c still relies on the formation and sustainment of implicit trust. Despite apparent qualitative 
diff erences in ascribing trust to interpersonal relationships, we argue that processes of trust formation can 
be mediated digitally and can therefore occur towards technologies such as machines, websites, distributed 
services or artifi cial agents («e-trust», «on-line trust», «cyber trust»).
By framing trust from a sociological standpoint, we want to broaden the view towards an understanding of 
trust that is societal, and therefore inclusive towards often-neglected stakeholders involved in road traffi  c: 
passengers, cyclists, pedestrians, etc. Because everyone participating in road traffi  c will potentially be af-
fected by the introduction of AVs it is necessary to include this diverse set of actors’ opinions in any analysis. 
Additionally, when we seek to understand the adoption of any technology, we need to consider the societal 
negotiation of a technological invention’s potential trustworthiness in public discourses. Public opinions, 
expressed by expectations and concerns towards a future deployment of AVs on public roads, must therefore 
be central when empirically investigating trust. In short, if people are not willing to accept a new technology 
or meet it with strong reservations, they are likely to avoid, reject, misuse or abuse it, therefore hindering a 
broader adoption despite potential advantages (e.g. increased road safety).
This shift of focus away from individual users and towards a holistic perspective that is rooted in society 
opens further aspects of the societal debate on AVs: the potential of social inclusion by allowing excluded 
groups to participate in individual traffi  c might be outweighed by AV’s impact on the reorganization of the 
labour market; the necessity of excessively monitoring the user and the permanent surveillance of traffi  c (and 
everyone participating in it) might not justify the prospects of a decrease in crashes and gas emissions and 
could shift public’s discourse towards negative perceptions of AVs.
By identifying the generic social dimension inherent to the driving situation, other road user’s interactions 
with an AV, besides that of the driver, came into focus, raising questions of how (and by what means) AVs can 
and have to symbolically interact with others (e.g. warning lights or sounds). Any collision is likely to result in 
serious to fatal injuries and damages, indicating the great degree of trust that is implicit in automobile traffi  c. 
As an integral part of modern society’s socialisation, this implicit and mediated level of trust only becomes 
evident when suddenly erupted. Research into AV’s trustworthiness must therefore consider the eff ect of auto-
mated driving on the implicit trust in traffi  c, the shaping and re-negotiation of implicit trust by the introduction 
of AVs and fi nally the new forms of interaction between road-users and artifi cial agents.
The ways of AVs deployment on public streets is still open, so is the question whether standards like SAE 
Level 3 will ever proof to be practical. However, trust towards AVs and the trustworthiness of automated 
devices will always be part of societal debate and therefore negotiated collectively, framing the expectations, 
concerns, and the individual’s potential to trust. With our research we want to contribute to an interdisciplin-
ary approach of analysing trust towards automation and advocate for a holistic perspective, that, next to con-
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sidering all stakeholders involved, takes into account the manifold societal discourses that shape the public’s 
expectations and concerns.
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